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The Charleston convention was a success. Charleston citizens were present to witness a host of dignitaries honor their city. Senator Donald Russell, Mayor Palmer Gaillard and Morris Ketchum, Jr., FAIA, president of The American Institute of Architects, were on hand for the presentation of the AIA's "Citation for Excellence in Community Planning" award to the City of Charleston for its preservation program.

In proclaiming this award, Morris Ketchum strongly emphasized that the AWARD WAS FOR PRESERVATION AND NOT RE-CREATION.

Earlier at the awards luncheon, T. J. Bissett, president of the Clemson Architectural Foundation, presented student awards.

The state honor awards program was effectively presented by George Means, professor of architecture at Clemson.

Top honor award went to Craig and Gaulden, AIA, of Greenville, for the Crosrol Carding Developments, Inc., Greenville. This small industrial building is located near the old Greenville airport and is worth a special trip to see. Craig and Gaulden also received a citation for the residence of Dr. and Mrs. Marion Vanfossen in Greenville.

Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff received two citations. The Rutledge Building, a state office building, and a dormitory tower for the University of South Carolina were honored for design.

North Carolina architects and Charlotte architects in particular are beginning plans for what should be an interesting regional convention in October at Charlotte.

Kemp Mooney

Editor’s Notes
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RICHARD D. MITCHELL, a native of Greenville, has recently returned from six months of travel throughout Europe, England, and Ireland, as a result of having been the recipient of a William Kinne Fellows Travel Fellowship from Columbia University of New York City.

Traveling by car, Richard was able to take some twelve hundred slides, many of which have been organized into a brochure which is presently being reviewed by the William Kinne Fellows Committee at Columbia University. In addition to his brochure, it was also a requirement of the Fellowship to submit a written report once a month to the University.

The following pages contain only a few examples and comments of his observations which concentrate on the “Design Ingredients Which Make Up the Environment of Our Towns and Cities.”

Upon receiving his Bachelor of Science in Architecture from Clemson College in 1955, Richard spent two years as a lieutenant with the Army Engineers as Assistant Chief of Projects and Plans, Post Engineer on the Island of Okinawa. Taking advantage of leaves, trips were made to many parts of Japan, as well as to Manila, Macau, Hong Kong, China, Bangkok, Thailand, New Delhi and Agra, India, Alaska, and Honolulu, where other valuable architectural slides were collected. Other trips have taken him to Mexico and the Caribbean.

Returning to Clemson College upon completion of his service tenure, Richard received his Bachelor of Architecture with honors in 1958. He was listed in Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities in 1955 and 1958, received the South Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of Architect's Award for the Most Outstanding Graduating Senior in Architecture, the National Chapter AIA School Medal, the Carolina Solite Award for First Prize on the Fifth Year Thesis, and a scholarship award from the Clemson Architectural Foundation for Most Promising Senior in Architecture.

Richard received his Master of Science in Architecture from Columbia University in 1964, having received a scholarship from Columbia University and the Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff Graduate Scholarship administered through the Clemson Architectural Foundation.

Having worked three years with Vincent G. Kling, FAIA in Philadelphia, Richard then worked with A. G. Odell, Jr., FAIA in Charlotte for one year, and is now a designer for Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff in Columbia, South Carolina.

He is the holder of an NCARB certificate and is registered in South Carolina and Pennsylvania, as well as being a member of the South Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

**OBSERVATIONS OF WORLD CITIES**

**INTRODUCTION**

My primary objective was to observe as closely as possible the cities of the world, to attempt to draw from them the ingredients that contribute toward a desirable environment for the millions of us who inhabit this world.

Although I saw many well executed spaces, atmospheres, cities, etc., I must say that the human race seems to clutter up its environment more than it helps it. For instance, even riding out in the plains and mountains of Spain, I seldom could get a view of the beautiful landscape without telephone poles and wires spoiling the view.

I do strongly support the idea that the countries of the world must pull together to begin planning the world as a whole. It seems to me that there are many architects and books which show what a desirable city should be like, but there are a lot less legislation and laws to enable these recommendations to be put into reality. There is the greatest need now for architects and planners to put forth efforts in areas of legal and governmental bodies, so that a catalyst for creating desirable cities can be achieved.

I do think that the recent efforts by the American Institute of Architects to influence the President of the United States to do something about the ugliness of our cities is the kind of thing that must happen. It is most encouraging to see that President Johnson has established a new Urban Department and that this department will be represented on his Cabinet. It is also heartening to realize that there is an International Planning Organization which is located at The Hague in the Netherlands and has several countries participating.

The following text and photographs, then, are reminders that all of us must continually keep our “eyes open” and realize what is around us so that we all may demand the environment that we deserve as humans, and are capable of developing and maintaining.

I strongly recommend that every architectural student possess a camera early in his career, as well as a sketch pad and pencil, so that he teaches himself to “keep his eyes open,” and, in turn, develops a valuable library of observations.
UNDISTURBED

Nature has provided men with beauty which we are incapable of creating, but are capable of maintaining if we only will.

Since the architect's canvas is the world spread out before him, he must plan carefully before he makes a stroke, because when he makes his stroke, down go trees, or up comes a structure, or there goes a road. It is not like the painter's canvas where he can paint back over what he doesn't like. When the architect or planner makes his stroke, it is one which is upon what nature has taken thousands of years to produce.

Therefore, it is most important that this section be presented in the beginning so that the reader is aware of first things first. It is an opportunity for pause in our busy world to realize what we have to work with and to compare later with what we are doing to our environment.

2. A mountain scene in the mountains near Innsbruck, Austria.
3. A striking profile of trees near Burgos, Spain.
4. People enjoying the waterfront activity in Nice, France
5. Sailors playing a popular game with steel balls on the beach on the Riviera.
6. The town of Narboone, France enjoys its waterfront activity.
7. Marseilles, France has a bustling waterfront.

WATERFRONT ACTIVITY

After traveling for about a month in Europe, I quickly began to realize that practically every city or town that I visited was either on the sea, a lake or river. This has happened, of course, because water has been a mode of transportation from the time of man's existence and these cities grew up from small landings usually.

Water has a magnetic force about it that also attracts people from land to the sea —witthe these two attractions working towards each other, WATERFRONT ACTIVITY results right at the meeting of land and water — and in most cases produces some of the best urban ingredients that we experience. The following pictures are a series of observations of the activity, form, color, texture, and interest that comes about. If controlled by man in a proper direction, we can maintain this interest in a compatible and clean way with nature and still enjoy this hard-to-explain point of gathering.
BIG SPACES IN CITIES

Practically every city in Europe has its Big Spaces and it always gives the visitor or inhabitant a feeling of having arrived and a feeling of orientation. Therefore, it is a strong lesson that in planning our cities of the future that we always distinguish that one space as "IT."

8. Cataluna Square—the grand place in the heart of Barcelona, Spain and one of the finest urban spaces in the world.

9. The main center of Copenhagen as seen from the top of the City Hall which sits on the eastern side of this great place. Actually, this space is so large that it begins to loose its effectiveness.

10. The famous Piazza San Mareo, probably the richest and most elegant urban space the world knows. It seems to have all the ingredients—proportion, a landmark, a focal point, variety, mystery, and a thousand other adjectives that still cannot put a description of this plaza into words.

11. St. Peter's in Rome — one of the world's greatest and most planned spaces—a tremendous space that still has the power of drawing one right into and through it and into the great cathedral.

CONTRAST—OLD AND NEW

One of the richest ingredients that we should maintain in our urban cityscapes is the preservation of as many old buildings as possible. In a later section, I speak of the growing menace of the deadly glass box skyscrapers in all the cities of the world. However, a glass box skyscraper can be a great deal more charming and magnetic if there is an old building adjacent or close by. One compliments the other. The glass building will take on many new personalities because it will reflect the colors and textures of the old building. Contrast is one of our strongest tools as long as the elements being contrasted are, of course, kept in good taste. If there are two or more buildings to contrast with each other, it gives the imagination of the man on the street a better chance to exercise itself.

12. A giant block of large skyscrapers in Oslo, Norway is greatly complimented by hugging this small old building.

13. In Hamburg, Germany, a modern "glass box" finds many old charms to reflect in its face.

14. Coming a bit too close for comfort, this road for modern vehicles slices dangerously close to remains of the Roman Forum.
GET OUT THE PAINT BRUSH

After traveling for a few months in a number of Europe's largest cities, I began to realize that these old, old buildings on streets really were not giving off all of their beauty. Over the years, they had become extremely dirty, thus taking away from their deep shadows and relief. It occurred to me that if all of these old buildings could just be painted or sandblasted, it could be one of the most fantastic experiences one could desire to walk down their streets. So, as I traveled on, I began to search for buildings that had been cleaned and pampered as I think they should be. This example, if it were in color, I'm sure, is quite valuable in convincing city fathers and owners to take another look at their old buildings and to bring them back to life again—so I say to cities around the world—GET OUT THE PAINT BRUSH!

16. A red, white, and gray sidewalk cafe in Copenhagen, Denmark—almost impossible to not notice, let alone go into.

AWNINGS

Awnings on a building have a way of creating a freshness that the paint brush has. Even one can have an old dirty building, but with a few splotches of colored canvas scattered around, the contrast becomes quite striking. Canvas also has a quality of translucency and contributes this ingredient that is otherwise difficult to create. Canvas, in this sense, has a way of making one more conscious of light, and in turn, shadows and depth. The following pictures are convincing of how valuable canvas can be to our urban environment.

17. Another bright yellow awning amongst very old building in the quaint little French town of Narbonne.

18. On this oil company's facade in Copenhagen, the architect has made the awning be one of the strongest design features about the building.

LANDMARKS

Landmarks are needed in our cities and towns because they serve as a point of orientation. The pedestrian down in and among the streets and buildings can maintain a clear image of his city by being able to see a landmark every so often. Landmarks, then, are usually a tall building, monument, or even a high hill that is visible from most any point. The pictures in this section that follow are usually landmarks consisting of towers on city halls and buildings such as that with historic interest.

19. This famous tower in the heart of Venice, Italy, is probably one of the most powerful urban landmarks anywhere.

20. The Arch of Triumph in Paris is another of the world's best known landmarks.

21. The City Hall of Copenhagen, Denmark.

22. The Town Hall in Calais, France serves quite a purpose as a landmark because it is the place many people first see on the European continent arriving from across the English Channel.

23. Gaudi's unfinished cathedral in Barcelona is a most unusual landmark.
FLOORS OF OUR CITIES

The examples of this section show projects, most of them of a fairly large magnitude, which have had their floors planned in great detail. The handling of our floors becomes more and more governed by scientific knowledge gained on the subjects of soil value, soil stability, drainage requirements, economic factors, water tables, and numerous other considerations. Although these are all technical items, they must be respected by the designer at all times in order to accomplish the successful concept.

25. A floor of multi levels for this cafeteria, auditorium school building in Zurich.
26. A broad stroke of texture on this street in Amsterdam.
27. Court floor of a new college at Oxford University.
28. Colorful walks in Milan, Italy.
29. Versailles, France — not a blade of grass on the front.
30. Floor of Sweden's new town of Vallingby.
31. Piazza San Marco—it's hard to beat —note the broad floor pattern.
32. More of Amsterdam's wonderful floor.
33. Marseilles, France—some cities' floors actually appear to be made of boats.
34. St. Peter’s in Rome enjoys a grand and bold floor pattern.
35. An interesting floor in Burgos, Spain where trees substitute for curbs.
MASS TRANSPORTATION—STREET CARS

It was fascinating to me to observe the variety of street cars that occurred throughout my travels. Since mass transportation is one of the coming ingredients of our future urban areas, it is advantageous to realize that this is an opportunity to incorporate a great deal of charm, scale, detail, and design into the urban fabric.

36. A street car in a European city.

ENTRANCES

Entrances to wherever we go are indeed one of the most important architectural philosophical, anticipated, or unanticipated happenings that the human experiences during life. One always expects to recognize the fact that he has arrived when entering a country, city, or building. Unfortunately, so many times it happens as has been expressed by others before—

"When you get there, there is no there." This ingredient, in its own appearance, can call one's attention to this important point of tension needed in our environment.

37. An entrance for a bridge crossing in Lucerne, Switzerland.

WALLS OF OUR CITIES

The man in the street is subjected to what he sees as he walks down the streets of our cities. Perhaps Park Avenue is a good example for discussing the elements of street facades. This street originally started out to be brick buildings and stone buildings lines straight down the street. Then along came the Lever House and the other buildings which were placed back from the property line and also took on glass surfaces. Then trees were introduced on these plazas of the new buildings giving the facades of buildings a softening effect as the observer walked down the street. The handling of these planned courses of travel in our cities is the basis of creating desirable spaces to spend our time. The following pictures review some of the street facades that impressed me.

38. This small village high in the Alps of Switzerland really offers a panorama type facade due to the building placements. This freedom of placement is a good ingredient to incorporate into new cities, not adhering to the grid system.

39. A graceful descent of buildings on this facade of a Swiss village.

40. Note the little shops on the street level — how they have a sidewalk above.

41. This picture of the Piazza San Marco offers one of the richest facades the world knows.

42. Florence, Italy again as one crosses its famous Ponte Vecchio Bridge.

43. Notice the relief incorporated in this street wall of Morat, Switzerland.
GRAPHICS

Graphics are one of the most important and necessary ingredients that we have in our cities. It cannot be ignored as it has been for so long, but must be recognized and developed into a state which will allow it to be a complimentary element of our cities. If done correctly, it can give a city the exciting, lively atmosphere in a design conscious manner that a city should possess.

44. Tuborg Breweries in Copenhagen used their own beer cases with daffodils in them for advertisement in the lobby of their new office building—quite effective and desirable.

45. A free, bold, and colorful example of graphics in Zurich, Switzerland is obviously being enjoyed by many pedestrians.

WATERFRONT TOWNS

Although Waterfront Towns is parallel with the subject of Waterfront Activity, it is interesting to note how some cities approach and join the waterfront.

46. "Double Your Pleasure" by letting buildings reflect in the water as seen here in Bayonne, France.

47. This handling of the waterfront in Pisa, Italy is quite a strong statement, but probably necessary because of the river flooding at times.

48. One winds up the main street of Dublin, Ireland. The little buildings all possess an individual expression in a small modest manner. The bright colors add a great deal.

49. Abbeville, France has a strong waterfront line with all buildings facing the water being of similar height and material.

50. Zurich’s everchanging waterfront.

51. A waterfront town on the Riviera steeping with intrigue and interest.
ROOFS OF OUR CITIES
Since we all view a large portion of our cities a large portion of the day from the large portion of high rise office buildings, it is quite clear from the following pictures that we design our cities with this ingredient in mind. The more we study our cities, the more we realize that it is definitely a three dimensional composition and no part of it, especially the roofs, can be ignored or slighted.
52. Amazingly enough, red tile roofs are the dominating feature of Bern, Switzerland from above.
53. Monaco, on the Riviera, is one of the best examples of the necessity for being conscious of how roofs must be remembered in designing our cities.
54. Another stronger reminder of roofs as seen in Copenhagen.

CHARACTER OF OUR CITIES
As we know, the earth possesses what we call "landscape character." The characteristics of the landscape gradually change as we move across the United States or any other continent and we usually associate a characteristic like cactus with the midwest, and so on. Cities, too, have their character and two of the best and most consistent examples that I observed were Amsterdam and Venice. Amsterdam has its quaint little canal houses facing the tree lined canals. Each little canal house was slightly different than the next, but just enough to establish a subtle atmosphere of detail and variety. Venice has its canals, too, and in this city one depends completely upon the boat for transportation. All of the buildings facing the canals come right down into the water and again, each building's details and design are all so similar, but vary just enough to keep one's attention forever.
55.  
56. Amsterdam, Holland
57.  
58.  
59. Venice, Italy
GLASS BOXES

It disturbs me very much to see so many buildings being built throughout the world that are nothing more than glass boxes. They begin to make a city appear dull and sterile. I do think it is good to have some buildings in an urban center of glass so that they can reflect the older buildings in their walls and contrast with them, but too many of these buildings soon weaken the stronger powerful feeling that I think a city deserves because of its magnitude.

60. A "not all glass" building exemplified here in Zurich, Switzerland.
61. A glass skyscraper in Milan, Italy.

PEDESTRIAN SPACES

This section deals with areas of our cities that have been obviously planned for the enjoyment of the pedestrian. Some examples are of a large scale, while others are of small scale, concentrating on details of street furniture, etc. This section, like other sections discussed, could have been incorporated into other sections under other titles, perhaps—the point being that our cities demand so much that every ingredient is necessary to produce a city that the ingredients all fuse into each other, becoming very hard to separate from the others.

62. Trees on this street in Marseilles, France form a space for the pedestrian.
63. Again, Piazza San Marco slips into this section.
64. This lower level for pedestrians on a Copenhagen waterfront offers a place to sit in the sun quietly and undisturbed in the city.
65. A pedestrian bridge is one of the finest opportunities to capitalize on a pedestrian expression.
VISTAS
What we see when we look ahead on the routes through our cities is probably the one thing that, if done well, will be a city together or let it fall apart. Vistas can be revealing, create mystery, act as guide routes to establish order without the need for directional signs, and in general, produce the type of spaces sought after by the designer. The following pictures are some examples of vistas.
66. A village in Morat, Switzerland.
67. A dynamic vista in Abbeville, France.
68. A similar vista in the ancient town of Toledo, Spain.

CLOSURE
Closure in our cityscapes is similar to Vistas because both depend on buildings to occur on four sides or three sides of us to create either. However, closure to me is when buildings are closer to us on three or four sides forming an honest and definite space, whereas a vista usually has a long axis in one direction with a terminal structure. Both, then, are merely different types of spaces which lend variety to our cities.
69. An excellent display of closure with rich and ancient participating elements in Rome, Italy.
FOUNTAINS & SCULPTURE
Although our cities are pieces of sculpture themselves, sometimes around fountains such as lakes and rivers, we still need to carry the big picture down to the smallest detail. Therefore, it is necessary to include in this discussion, examples of some fountains and sculpture, necessary ingredients for our cities.

70. The space around the Trevi Fountain in Rome is also sculpture in a sense.

71. School children enjoy a playful sculpture in Zurich, Switzerland.

BRIDGES
Bridges are most important to our cities because they are the only way so many parts of cities are able to be connected to each other. They are interesting because their appearance is usually a direct structural expression with no dishonest or non-valid decoration. A bridge is an expression of something very special, important, and necessary happening at a special point, therefore, the following examples are included to stress the importance of this design ingredient.

72. A smaller bridge in Venice.

73. A massive bridge for pedestrians only in Valencia, Spain.

74. A foot bridge entering the shopping area of Farsta, Sweden. Its plastic and flowing sweep takes up less space and is quite pleasant.

75. This is the view the pedestrian enjoys as he crosses this bridge from one side of Main Street to the other in Dublin, Ireland.

76. A highly decorative and double function bridge in Venice with shops facing its walls.
OPEN SPACES

It seems that the open spaces in our cities, that is the spaces resulting between buildings, goes undeveloped and unwanted in so many projects. Actually, the spaces between the buildings are sometimes more important than how the buildings look themselves. Time and time again the owner spends all of his money for the building because he thinks that the space in the building is what produces his income and comfort, however, this viewpoint is certainly a wrong and defacing attitude for our environment.

77. An apartment building by Le Corbusier in West Berlin, Germany showing a natural open space around it—the kind of space in keeping with the landscape character of the area and more possible to achieve when only one building is built and therefore, does not disturb too much of the area with grading.

78. Open space in the Hansa Quarters of West Berlin.

79.

80. Again, landscape character preserved in Henry Morganthawler's Bern, Switzerland Housing Project. Done successfully here, the landscape has been left natural.

BUILDINGS AS CENTROIDS

The majority of the buildings we know of in our architectural world are buildings that fit into a vacant spot between buildings aligning our typical city streets. However, in recent years, city planners and architects have realized the value of letting buildings serve as "centroids" or "focal" points for major spaces of our cities. This idea is exemplified in the following pictures. Naturally the pictures shown are not intended to be the "last" word, but merely examples to excite one's creative imagination when the problem may present itself in the future.


82. A comparable ancient example in Rome.
PARKS
Parks have long been a strong ingredient of our environment. Now that land is becoming so very scarce and so valuable, moneywise to the real estate brokers, one begins to stop and think—what will happen to our cities? This section is included, if for no other reason, just to remind the architects and citizens of our future environment that the city cannot do without its parks. A park in a city is like taking time out to sleep at night, like providing a "coffee break" from the intense activity of the city. It is a refreshing contrast we cannot do without.

83. A park well integrated into the Hansa Quarters of West Berlin.

84. A generous, but more formal park in the new town of Harlow, England.

STADIUMS
Stadiums and recreation centers are beginning to spring up more and more in contrast to past years when it was quite rare that a city seldom ever built such things. Now with our population explosion beginning to take place and with our modern society producing more and more free time for its people, everyone has more time to enjoy sports and recreation—not only do they have time, but they must have these places to go for entertainment or they will have nothing to do. Therefore, we must now recognize stadiums, sports centers, etc. as necessities to our environment in order for man to survive.

85. One of the finest structures exemplifying this ingredient that I experienced anywhere, old or new, was the Coliseum in Rome.

MARKETS
Markets have been an ingredient since the beginning of time and in most of Europe still remain much the same as they did thousands of years ago. Even in England's new towns, space is still provided for the canvas topped outdoor markets. It is interesting to note in our country, however, that the outdoor market is non-existent and our cities are building more and bigger automated, pre-packed food supermarkets. Soon shopping will probably be done by television and who knows in what other ways. However, it is my feeling that regardless of how automated our supermarkets become, the old feeling for the human being to stroll down the street and buy fresh foods directly from the farmer will never disappear. I think we should encourage a curbmarket area in all of our urban renewal areas.

86. A space for markets is provided in the center of most all of England's new towns.

87. A market in the heart of Stockholm, Sweden.

88. The famous "Rambles" market area in Barcelona, Spain.
ARCHITECTURE ITSELF

Architecture itself is, of course, one of the broadest subjects one could ever choose to elaborate on. It is important that these following pictures be shown just to keep us aware of the advantage of variety in architecture, the advantage of having a lot of architects thinking differently, and the value of contrast. Even though I saw many various styles and types of architecture in all of my travels, I did not really realize the contrast that the world presents in its architecture until I had developed all of these pictures and put them side by side.

89-97. Various views of Ronchamp—it is truly a whole and thorough example of architecture itself.
98. St. Catherine's College on campus of Oxford University.
99. Titus Church in Basel, Switzerland.
100. Roof of Le Corbusier's Apartment building in Marseilles, France.
101. A college on campus of Oxford University.
102. Typical architecture high in the Alps of Switzerland.
ABOVE AND BELOW DATUM

One of the strongest elements that we can incorporate in our urban design, whether it be interior or exterior, is the change of level. In these pictures, some of them have happened by accident, and some have happened by design, but regardless of how they happened, they can be viewed here as reminders of the strong force that this element possesses. I think cities that are located on hills or in mountainous areas, have a 90 percent head start, designwise, on cities located on flat terrain.

105. An interior view of Titus Church in Basel, Switzerland.

106. An exciting example in Monaco.

107. Details of this graceful stairway take one’s eye above datum.

108. A pleasant descent to below datum from above datum in Nice, France.

109. Below datum in Zurich, Switzerland.

INTERIOR SPACES

Interior spaces, of course, are quite different from our exterior spaces and are really the spaces where we probably spend most of our time. Also, when we see interior spaces, I do believe it is still a basic desire of the human being to be able to associate with the outside—even if it is only by light through skylights, high windows, or obscure glass. Light produces shadows from a source that cannot be achieved from the interior and often times, for example, can reflect the entire roof structure of a building down upon the floor as walls. At any note, it is the duty of the architect to constantly achieve a happy balance in handling his exterior and interior spaces without partiality to one over the other.

106. An exciting example in Monaco.

107. Details of this graceful stairway take one’s eye above datum.

108. A pleasant descent to below datum from above datum in Nice, France.

109. Below datum in Zurich, Switzerland.
NEW TOWNS

Complete new towns are becoming more and more a reality to us and a pressing new challenge. As we are now becoming aware, America will double its size in cities within the next forty years. Europe, particularly England and Sweden, has pioneered construction of complete new towns recently. The pictures shown on the following pages show the results. It is pointed out in viewing these pictures that although the effort is noble and a vast improvement over our normal method of sprawling growth, pitfalls are still present. In designing on such a large scale and probably under time and money pressures, the architect and planner must take time not to produce monotony and repetition all over again—in other words, not rebuild slums all over again.


110. Parks buffet the city from parking areas still behind the viewer in new town of Hemel-Hempstead, England.


112. Stevenage, England has a pleasant central commercial area.

113. Modest but careful details shown in this new town of England.


MODERN BUILDING TEXTURES

Modern building textures lend a great deal to what our environment can be. This photograph of the exterior view of Le Corbusier's apartment building in Marseilles is truly a reminder.
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The Broad Horizon Of Architecture

Address by Morris Ketchum, Jr., FAIA President
The American Institute of Architects
To The Annual Meeting of Virginia Chapter AIA
Richmond, Virginia, February 3, 1966

Can anyone here tonight visualize a completely disorganized architectural profession with every architect fighting by himself for survival?

Unaided by his fellow architects, with no shared fund of technical knowledge or common vocabulary of design and practice, no established and respected standards of professional conduct, no common defense against competitive professions and package dealers, no decisive voice in local, state and national legislation, no opportunity to improve the education and training for architecture, no united effort to raise the status of the profession through public service, the individual architect might well fail to survive.

In the hard, cold world of competitive enterprise, only a few architectural giants might be able to make their way alone. Not all of us are giants and there are not enough giants to form a profession capable of meeting all the challenges we face today.

If there were no American Institute of Architects, we would have to create one!

Fortunately, it has been in existence for more than a century. During that time, it has grown and changed from an exclusive club to a democratic national organization of approximately 18,000 corporate members and 4,000 associates representing 95 percent of all the architectural firms in this country.

The Institute has at its command the resources, brains and manpower of the profession. It is devoting these assets to building a strong, united professional society which speaks and acts for every architect.

What FORTUNE magazine called "the tawdry old profession of architecture" died with the great depression. The new generation which survived fought and won the campaign for contemporary design. Today, we may argue among ourselves about how to design individual buildings but we are united in the cause of creating a great environmental architecture.

The profession of architecture is small but growing. That same magazine has reminded us that there are only 30,000 architects in this country, compared to 225,000 lawyers, 430,000 accountants, 975,000 engineers and 265,000 doctors. But we yield to no other profession in terms of ideas, inspiration and influence.

We are ready, I believe, to respond to the millions of Americans who are demanding an architecture worthy of the richest nation on earth.

It is not just an architecture of individual buildings. It is an architecture which includes the design of complete new college campuses and residential neighborhoods, suburban shopping centers and downtown civic and cultural centers, new business districts and entire new satellite towns.

Craftsmanship in the design and execution of buildings is one of the most vital elements in architecture. Neglected, it is lost forever. We must constantly practice and perfect it but if we stop there the individual building will never be complete. It will lack its proper architectural setting.

Remember that Thomas Jefferson, a great president and a great architect, designed many individual buildings, including your state capitol here in Richmond, but he asked that there be carved on his gravestone "Father of the University of Virginia." He realized, I believe, that this great achievement in education and environmental architecture outshone all his other projects.

Our architecture must always successfully interpret the social, economic and psychological demands of society in physical terms. It should be capable of meeting man's daily needs and inspiring his mind and heart.

We architects draw our strength from public service, and the public is the real client of our profession.

The architect exists to serve man and we have never had a better opportunity to serve him. For the majority of mankind now lives in cities and the design of cities has been, is now, and always will be the province of the architect.

Across the nation, our profession has created soul stirring examples of what our cities could be if all of us joined forces to rescue and rebuild them. Larger cities like Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Detroit and San Francisco; smaller cities like Little Rock, Rochester, Hartford, Urbana and Canton, have planned or built, or are building, a new urban architecture worthy living in. These are cities of the future. Their number is constantly increasing.

Urban design is environmental architecture based on environmental planning.

As Ada Louise Huxtable said recently in the New York Times:

"Environmental planning means that you don't locate industry to pollute rivers that a growing population will depend on for water supply. You don't cut down forests to construct speculative houses where residents will need these natural woodlands for attainable recreation as population densities increase, or put up suburban subdivisions where mass transport is weakest for commutation and make no provisions to strengthen it. You don't build without preplanned and prebuilt water and sewage facilities; you don't hop, skip and jump housing developments over open land without consideration of distances and relationships to job centers, educational, cultural and recreation sources, and transportation tie lines."

City, suburb, satellite city and region are interlocked in form and function. They must be planned together for public and private benefit if this country is to have a living environment worthy of the name.

It is high time for action. Within the next decade, our mounting population, the dwindling land supply, and the expanding growth of our technology will either result in the creation of livable and beautiful cities, or the city will diffuse into densely built up metropolitan regions without form, amenity or any of the grace and beauty worthy of a mature and responsible society.

Here in Virginia, for example, the great megalopolis which stretches from Boston to Washington has brought its downtown congestion, suburban sprawl and visual squalor across the Potomac and on into your major urban areas. Now is the time to plan for action before it overwhelms your countryside.

Your future lies in your cities, not your farms.

The root of the great urban crisis is wealth, not poverty. A poor nation would not be able to replace trees with parking lots, litter the streets with signs, fill the air with wires and tear up historic neighborhoods to build new freeways. Only an economy based on the theory of overproduction and planned obsolescence could fill the nation's junkyards with non-disposable automobile skeletons. Only a philosophy of haste and waste could squander our land, pollute our air and our water.
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to produce suburban sprawl and urban smog.

If America really wants a livable environment, it must prepare itself to pay for it. We've got to put the future of the community ahead of the quick buck, the long term investment ahead of the overnight profit.

The political issue is no longer one of planning versus haphazard growth. Only the most misguided sort of person would argue that community design is undesirable. We have seen and are still seeing the urban ugliness and disorder that result from the philosophy that land can be treated as a commodity for random and unlimited exploitation.

Yet our obsolete zoning laws still promote the division of our cities into separate areas of part time use. Our Wall Streets are dead at night; our Times Squares are dead in the daytime. Farther out in suburbia, laws unfavorable to cluster zoning produce endless checkerboards of commonplace homes and block the development of self contained communities ringed by open greenbelts. There is no legal recognition of community needs for education, relaxation and recreation.

Again, we have failed to use our proud technology to solve our massive problems of urban transportation. Instead, we have allowed our national love affair with the automobile to swamp our cities with traffic; to blight urban residential areas with noise, confusion and poisoned air; to drive the city's inhabitants and the retail trade which serves them into suburbia, to deplete central city tax rolls and to create all the honky tonk squalor which lines our highways. The combined automobile explosion and population explosion threaten to overwhelm us.

The size and scale of our cities are growing to a point where conventional cars and busses must be considered obsolete as the only transportation tools of the twentieth century. Only a balanced combination of private automobiles and modernized public rapid transit systems holds any hope for a solution for metropol-itan and regional transportation. Within downtown areas, we are just beginning to provide the physical means of separating motor and pedestrian traffic—a basic requirement for urban design.

The cities of the world which we admire the most were planned largely for pedestrians and at a pedestrian scale. The best of our urban architecture attempts to restore some of this amenity and scale to our city centers.

The federal subsidies which have encouraged highway construction without encouraging mass commuter transportation have helped to explode the city into suburbia.

At the same time they have contributed to depleting central city tax rolls. This loss means less money for education and for neighborhood maintenance. Poor schools and changing neighborhoods encourage middle class families to move to the suburbs. Higher welfare costs increase taxes and thus encourage industry to relocate outside the city. All these factors are interrelated. If they can be changed, it would help to reverse the current cycle of urban decay and deterioration.

Still more important, our tax laws now misuse the profit motive of our free enterprise system by undertaxing land and overtaxing improvements. These laws make slums profitable through low taxes and penalize improvements to slum buildings by raising taxes. At the same time, they reward the speculative builder of mediocre architecture by imposing high taxes on better architecture. They even go so far as to tax private owners for donating land to public use as parks and plazas.

If we want better cities, we should tax our slums out of existence, give tax rebates for better buildings and improved residential districts and make it profitable to donate land to the community.

Now we must face a fundamental decision. We know that our present system of unlimited and uncontrolled speculation is disastrous, yet we hesitate to employ the policy of sweeping governmental control which planned and built sparkling new towns of Great Britain and Scandinavia. The time for hesitation is past.

The successful examples of urban renewal here in America prove that there is no good reason why government and private enterprise should not join forces in the redevelopment of the American city. If tomorrow's cities are to be different from the cities of yesterday in which we now live, that is the solution.

Architects can't make the decision alone. They are the servants of society, not its masters, and can only achieve what society asks them to achieve. Architects can nevertheless help to determine public policy by working with sociologists, economists, scientists and statesmen to analyze fundamental urban and regional problems and formulate a solution. Under the present national administration, it looks as if they would soon have the chance to do so.

President Johnson's logical plan for rebuilding the nation's urban slums — the Great Demonstration Cities Program—and for creating new satellite cities instead of suburban sprawl, if approved by the Congress, will open the door to great achievement. We need big plans like this if we are to have sound urban growth in all our cities.

The problem that confronts us is essentially the same all over the country. We are living in yesterday's cities—cities planned for the horse and buggy, for the social, economic and political needs of the past century. We need cities that meet the needs of today's social demands—cities which can grow, without inhuman economic and social pressure, into the cities of tomorrow.

After that, our profession has proved and will continue to prove that we know how to design towns, cities and regions. Architects and their fellow design professionals are the only ones with the skills to translate social and economic needs into the structures, spaces and beauty of the new cities of tomorrow.

The city is the natural gathering place for our thinkers, our innovators and our specialists. It is where education flourishes and art is born. It is the generator of our national wealth. The city sets the quality of life for every American. There is no earthly reason why it should be dirty, dull, ugly and generally unlivable. It should be our greatest work of art.

It will be, when an enlightened public, strong community leadership, and a sympathetic government and the architectural profession and its allies have revitalized and rebuilt it. To this cause, the architects of America dedicate themselves, now and in the years to come.
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South Carolina AIA Design Honor Award 1966
This building complex is the principal office and warehouse in this country for an English textile manufacturing firm. The owners required a headquarters which projected a suitable image for a progressive company.

The building group is located across a street from a business-related textile exhibition hall and adjacent to the municipal airport. Convenient air freight deliveries was a consideration in site selection.

The office building houses the operational portion of the business, including executive, sales, drafting, secretarial and files. Each space in this unit looks onto a private courtyard.

The warehouse, a separate building in the rear connected by a link with the office wing, is of quality and detailing to be compatible with the office wing. This warehouse is designed for storage, display during trade conventions, and for shop work.

AREA: Office and link: 3,900 Square Feet Warehouse: 10,200 Square Feet
LOCATION: Tower Drive, Greenville, South Carolina
CONTRACTOR: Triangle Construction Company Greenville, South Carolina
DATE COMPLETED: November, 1965
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W. O. GREEN PLUMBING & HEATING CO.

P. O. BOX 1512
TELEPHONE 448-5626
MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA

ATLAS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

P. O. BOX 313 - PHONE 448-3961
DEALER OF AMERICAN BUILDINGS

DIAMOND SWIMMING POOLS

DIAMOND SWIMMING POOL COMPANY, INC.
6405 Camden Road
Columbia, South Carolina

DOVER ELEVATOR COMPANY

435 Morehead Avenue
Greensboro, North Carolina

SPECIAL MILLWORK COMPANY

ANY AND ALL TYPES OF MILLWORK
"If it's made out of wood, call us"

- Schools
- Churches
- Cabinets

Phone 787-1216
1313 Ellerbe Street
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Dr. and Mrs. Marion G. Vanfossen's Residence
Greenville, South Carolina

Craig and Gaulden, AIA-Architects
Greenville, South Carolina

South Carolina AID Design Citation 1966
This residence is located on a rolling, wooded site and is only barely visible from the street in the summer. Wood shingles and brown brick make the house blend into the landscape during all seasons.

The owner and his wife, both young university professors, wished to have a house with large glass areas opening onto the site but they also desired privacy. The hooded overhangs are the architect's solution to this problem. Every possible tree and sapling was saved and the grounds were left with natural growth except for small cultivated areas around the entrance.

The plan is a high ceiling cross with corner elements of lower ceiling heights. Variations in floor levels and ceiling heights give each room different characteristics. All major rooms open to the site or to decks. A large stair in the center of the house connects the lower level with the upper floor.

Financing regulations required that bedrooms be developed on the lower level, which was to have been left unfinished except for the Rathskeller.

The cost of the house was much lower than normal for custom designed houses.

Furnishings are rather scanty at this time.

**AREA:**
- Finished areas: 2,727 Square Feet
- Unfinished areas: 627 Square Feet
- Decks: 272 Square Feet

**CONTRACTOR:**
Construction, Inc.
Easley, South Carolina

**DATE STARTED:**
July, 1964

**DATE COMPLETED:**
June, 1965

**LOCATION:**
Hathaway Drive is in the southern portion of Stratford Forest near Furman University.

Photos: Gordon Schenck
The Foster Student Center
AT NORTH GREENVILLE JUNIOR COLLEGE
- BUILT BY -

SHERMAN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.

TELEPHONE 277-0060
P. O. BOX 844 - PIEDMONT HIGHWAY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

PALMETTO
WATERPROOFING & SEALING
COMPANY

COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL
WATERPROOFING AND SEALING

TELEPHONE: CHARLESTON - 744-5429
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT - CHARLESTON, S. C.
MAILING ADDRESS - P. O. BOX 198
ROWESVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

SOX
FENCE & SUPPLY COMPANY

JULIAN L. SOX   IRA CLAYTON SOX

TELEPHONE 794-2253
P. O. BOX 581
WEST COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

All Types Of
CHAIN LINK FENCES
Quality Material - Unsurpassed Workmanship

"Charter Member of the QUALITY SEAL PROGRAM of the
CHAIN LINK FENCE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE."

HUGH ROBINSON
TILE COMPANY, INCORPORATED

TILE - TERRAZZO - MARBLE
TUFF-LITE EXPOSED AGGREGATE
SPECIAL FLOOR TOPPINGS

PHONE 256-6339 - 1114 COLLEGE STREET
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

NATIONAL
ALUMINUM COMPANY

24 HOUR SERVICE
STORE FRONTS - MARQUEES
ROOFING - AWNINGS - SCREENS
ALUMINUM ARCHITECTURAL BUILDING PRODUCTS

PHONE 256-8867
2200 MAIN STREET - COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

FORT
ROOFING & SHEET
METAL WORKS

ROOFING - HEATING & SHEET METAL FABRICATORS
INDUSTRIAL - COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL

TELEPHONE 773-9391
14 WEST OAKLAND AVE. - P. O. DRAWER 1407
SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA
LAXTON Construction Company

Box 9086
Charlotte, North Carolina

SANDERS GLASS COMPANY

South Carolina's Only Leaded Glass Company
*Maintenance  *Fabrication  *Repair
SERVING THE ENTIRE STATE
Phone 773-8033  -  13-15 Hampton Ave.
SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTHEASTERN CONCRETE PRODUCTS COMPANY

CONCRETE BLOCK — BRICK
PIPE — SAND — STONE
RANCH ROCK — DRAIN TILE

Precast & Prestressed Products

ALL TYPES CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS
P. O. Box 104 - Phone 794-7363
CAYCE, SOUTH CAROLINA

KINCAID ENGINEERING COMPANY

Post Office Box 507
Gastonia, North Carolina

MARSHALL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Route 3  -  283-4604
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
CONSTRUCTION
Lancaster, South Carolina

CLECKLEY & McGEE INC.

General Contractors

Box 574 - Phone JE 4-5580
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEORGE A. REID</th>
<th>BEN T. RABON</th>
<th>HILTON Electric Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTRACTOR</td>
<td>CONTRACTOR</td>
<td>We Specialize In Restoration Of Old And Historical Buildings And Homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL BUILDING</td>
<td>RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>9 Liguard CHARLESTON, S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway 72</td>
<td>TELEPHONE 782-0464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton, South Carolina</td>
<td>1623 Gamewell Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GENERAL SUPPLIES**

Your Every Need In Building And Construction Supplies

Quality and Service

PHONE 583-8417

439 Union St. Spartanburg, S. C.

---

Ever think about the part your Telephone Company plays in the life of South Carolina and the Nation? Here are some things it does:

- Pays good wages to its employees—money that is spent in the employee’s home town.
- Pays large amounts in taxes that go to support government, education and public institutions.
- Provides the best possible telephone service at the lowest possible cost.

Accepting the responsibilities of citizenship, we believe, is an important part of good telephone service.

Dorchester CERAMICS, INC.

SUMMERVILLE BROWN, RED AND BUFF BRICK

Dial 873-9784
P. O. Box 755
Summerville, South Carolina

---

**GENERAL SUPPLIES**

Your Every Need In Building And Construction Supplies

Quality and Service

PHONE 583-8417

439 Union St. Spartanburg, S. C.
H. R. JOHNSON
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
INC.

Box 350
MONROE, NORTH CAROLINA

GOLDEN ANDERSON VALVE SPECIALTY CO.
VALVE AND PRIMER CORPORATION
BLACK, SIVALLS AND BRYSON — CONTROLS
JORDAN CONTROLS, INC.
McALEAR VALVES — STRAINERS
OIL DYNE, INC.
PENN METER COMPANY
RELIANCE INSTRUMENTS MFG. COMPANY

REPRESENTED BY:
RAY STURGILL
AND ASSOCIATES
Phone 399-6962
Box 10561 Charlotte, N. C.

ADDITIONS, COMPLETE HOME BUILDING
WE SELL AND INSTALL
SEAMLESS DURESQUE FLOORS
FREE ESTIMATES

MIRACLE FLOORS
OF COLUMBIA

Franchised Dealer
For Torginol Duresque Seamless Floor.
PHONES 794-3094 & 794-5886
2220 TAYLOR ROAD - CAYCE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Robert A. Woods
Construction Co., Inc.
CONTRACTORS
For Homes of Quality
Residential or Commercial Building
Hilton Head's First Resident Contractor
PALMETTO BAY ROAD
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA

WALLACE
CONCRETE PIPE CO.

PHONE MO 2-2426 - P. O. BOX 207
FLORENCE, SOUTH CAROLINA
301 LINCOLN STREET
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

McCOY
WATERPROOFING
COMPANY

Residential  Commercial  Industrial
18 Years Experience and Service
in Greenville County

31 Augusta Street — Telephone CE 5-6413
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
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SHANDON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Commercial & Industrial Contractors
Phone 254-1671
1112 Bryan Street
Columbia, South Carolina

Spartan Insulation Company
1100 Union Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina

DOC LAYTON
DRY WALL
CONTRACTING OF QUALITY
Tulane Ave.
Phone 246-2371
Greenville, South Carolina

NOMRAH CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Ready Mixed Concrete
Sand-Stone-Mortar Mix
Ancel Hamon, Owner
Phone 794-5156
220 Senn
West Columbia, South Carolina

Paul Lumpkin Company
Manufacturers’ Agent
Construction Materials
702 Builders Building
Charlotte, North Carolina

TOM JONES
CONCRETE COMPANY
Driveways - Patios - Sidewalks
Parking Lots
Residential & Commercial
Telephone 787-7217
510 Byron Road
Columbia, South Carolina

R. H. WIGGINS COMPANY
3323 WHITEHALL DRIVE
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

LAKEY Construction Company
174 GUM BRANCH ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

E. L. JONES & SON INC.
“Established 1952”
Butler Metal Buildings
Commercial-Industrial
and Community Buildings
Phone 244-4428
Route 3
Old Spartanburg Highway
Taylors, South Carolina

R. B. POND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Rural Route #5
Telephone 393-2837
Darlington, South Carolina

SOUTHERN ELEVATOR COMPANY
Manufacturers Of ELECTRICAL
TRACTION & HYDRAULIC
PASSENGER & FREIGHT
ELEVATORS *
DUMBWAITERS *
HOME & INDUSTRIAL LIFTS

COMPLETE ENGINEERING
AND PLANNING FACILITIES
TO ASSIST YOU
IN YOUR VERTICAL
TRANSPORTATION NEEDS.

Main Office
GREENSBORO, N. C.
Branch Office
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Agents
HOUSTON, TEXAS
RICHMOND, VA
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EDWIN C. BOYETTE & SON
P. O. Box 10582
Charlotte, North Carolina

HAROLD ROBINSON
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
RESIDENTIAL and COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

TELEPHONE 662-4354
416 JEROME STREET
FLORENCE, SOUTH CAROLINA

DAVID R. SNIPES
Contractor
LAURENS, S. C.

CHARLESTON ACoustical CORPORATION
SALES & SERVICE
Our Business Is Quiet
SN 3-1251
177 ST. ANDREWS BLVD.
CHARLESTON, S.C.

L.G. FERGUSON Inc.
Paint, Decorating
Commercial, Industrial, Residential

RA 3-8679
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

WILLIAMS SALES COMPANY INCORPORATED

LUMBER
BILL JENNINGS
BOYD HAMMER
DAVE SATTERWHITE
JAKE CROMER
HAROLD TROUTMAN
TOM SAILORS

LUMBER - PLYWOOD
MILLWORK

WE ARE AS NEAR TO YOU—AS YOUR TELEPHONE
CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER . . .

7 7 5 - 1 1 3 1

P. O. Box 845 Fulton St.
SUMTER, S. C.

GREENVILLE Textile Shop, Inc.

Industrial Sheet Metal Work

Design Fabrication
Plans and Specifications

Telephone 244-7791 - Old Rutherford Road
P. O. Box 6045, Station B
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
3 Bedroom Brick Home On Your Lot!
Completely Finished!
- Hardwood Floors
- Walk-In Closets
- Ceramic Tile Bath
- Vinyl Tile Floor In Kitchen
- Plenty Of Outside And Inside Storage
Many other models to choose from or will build from your plans.
All Built Under F.H.A. Specifications

3902 ABINGDON RD. COLUMBIA, S. C.
PHONE AL 3-5272

J&P CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

FRANK P. GARY
AIR CONDITIONING
HEATING & REFRIGERATION
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALISTS IN
- Commercial
- Residential
- Industrial

WE SELL & SERVICE COMFORT
RENT COMFORT TOO!
(Spartanburg's Oldest)

582-0796
800 Howard Street - Spartanburg, South Carolina

SPARTANBURG HEATING INCORPORATED

COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL - INDUSTRIAL
HEATING INSTALLATION AND SERVICE

PHONE 585-7641 - 105 JASMINE STREET
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA

HOME HEATING AND EQUIPMENT COMPANY

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL HEATING
Insulation - - Blown - In Or Batt Type
Call Us For Estimates
Phone 332-7635 - 1406 5th Street
HARTSVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTHERN COMFORT OF CHARLOTTE, INC.
P.O. Box 2189
Charlotte, N.C.

HAVE SUMMER FUN
IN YOUR OWN BACK YARD
WITH A CUSTOM BUILT
CRYSTAL BLUE SWIMMING POOL
ANY SIZE - ANY SHAPE - FINANCING AVAILABLE
ALL FIRST QUALITY FEATURES:
- Concrete & Steel Reinforced Structure
- White Marble Plastic
- Chrome Ladder
- Side Tile Plaster Complete
- Sand & Gravel Filter
- Vacuum Cleaner
- Skimmer
- 3 Ft. Walk & 10' Patio On End

CRYSTAL BLUE SWIMMING POOL COMPANY

TELEPHONE: AL 6-4494 OR AL 4-2031
1312 DENNY ROAD - COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
A. Z. PRICE
AND
ASSOCIATES
INCORPORATED
Plumbing-Heating-Air Conditioning
Phone 376-2466
2230 Park Road
Box 3545
Charlotte 3, North Carolina

VAUGHN'S
Grading &
Excavating Co.
Grading-Clearing-Landscaping
Free Estimates
Phone 235-6379
Duvall Drive
Greenville, South Carolina

MURRAY
SAND COMPANY
SAND - WASHED - WHOLESALE
RAPID SERVICE
Phone 723-8523
Route #1 - P. O. Box 246
Summerville, S. C. 29483

POUND ROOFING CO., INC.
Residential & Commercial
Roofing-Siding-Insulation
Bonded & Guaranteed
Easy Terms-For Free Estimates
Dial 822-5549
Nights 824-5902
John H. Pound, Owner
533 Edgefield Rd.
Belvedere, South Carolina

REVIS
NURSERY & LANDSCAPING
Nursery Items - Plants - Trees
Landscaping Contractors
Telephone 877-2724
Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greer, South Carolina

W. ALVIN PHILLIPS
BUILDER & CABINET SHOP
Custom Built Cabinets
For
Kitchens-Store-Offices-Schools
Furniture-Built-Ins
Telephone 244-4724
Route 4
Old Spartanburg Highway
Taylors, South Carolina

JAS. P. McSWEENY
FLOOR COVERING & SANDING
Stylon Ceramic Tile
Armstrong Products
Pittsburgh Paints
Floor Sanding & Service
Telephone 877-7087
305 South Trade
Box 654
Greer, South Carolina

CHIPLEY
PAVING COMPANY
PAVING EXPERTS
ASPHALT PRODUCTS
Free Estimates
ALL HOURS DIAL 662-2142
QUINBY ESTATES - FLORENCE, SOUTH CAROLINA

WILLIS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Road Work
Grading &
Building Contractors
104 TEDDER ST. DARLINGTON, S.C.
JOHN H. SEWELL

Heating - Roofing
Air Conditioning Contractors
Sheet Metal Contracting
Spartanburg, South Carolina

GASTONIA PLUMBING & HEATING CO., INC.

Box 2247
West Station
Gastonia, North Carolina

EDWARDS HEATING & SHEET METAL WORKS

Heating Sales & Service
Phone 327-7384
1209 E. Black Street
Rock Hill, South Carolina

CROCKER PLUMBING & HEATING

R. F. D. #1 - Ph. 439-3824
WELFORD, SOUTH CAROLINA

Bill Crocker, Your Dependable Man For Plumbing & Heating Services

DILLON SUPPLY COMPANY

Box 1111
Raleigh, North Carolina

F.N. THOMPSON INC.

Box 1474
Charlotte, North Carolina

VAUGHN & COMPANY

Construction
Industrial Supplies & Equipment
Fasting Devices-Concrete Cutting
Drilling Equipment
271 Eisenhower Drive
232-6448
Greenville, South Carolina

HENRY V. DICK COMPANY, INC.

P. O. Box 1108
Charlotte, North Carolina

ADAMS ELECTRIC COMPANY

Post Office Box 958
REIDSVILLE
NORTH CAROLINA

B. G. Simpson Builder

COMPLETE REMODELING
229 Lee Street
Rock Hill, South Carolina

WAGONER CONSTRUCTION CO.

P. O. Box 1127
Salisbury, North Carolina

GENERAL SPECIALTIES

Box 1113
Phone 375-1429
Charlotte, North Carolina

SHELBY CONCRETE PRODUCTS

Box 112
Shelby, North Carolina

GILMORE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
PAVING CONTRACTORS
Spartanburg's Oldest
Since 1927
111 South Forest
Spartanburg, South Carolina

R. E. KIRVIN LUMBER COMPANY, INC.

P. O. Box 98
Telephone 452-2221
Pinewood, South Carolina
C. L. BENTON & SONS, INC.
Grading-Top Soil-Earth Moving
Landscaping
Site Preparation
Telephone 448-6466
38th Avenue North
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

J. M. McCRAVEN
PAINTING
All Types Painting-Brush-Spray
"Big enough to serve you
small enough to appreciate your
business."
Telephone 547-2768
Highway 160 North-Route 1
Fort Mill, South Carolina

KNOWLTON'S
CABINET SHOP
CABINET MAKERS
5639 PULLIAM AVENUE
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

A. C. WILSON
ASPHALT COMPANY
Driveways
Parking Areas
Heavy Grading
Top Soil
Telephone 246-3841
3 West Marion Road
Greenville, South Carolina

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO
Visit Sherwin-Williams for the
latest in paint and wallpaper
213 College St. SEE 5-3464
Greenville, South Carolina

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO
Visit Sherwin-Williams for the
latest in paint and wallpaper
213 College St. CE 5-3464
Greenville, South Carolina

AVERY
LUMBER COMPANY
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
201 SOUTH HARVIN STREET
SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA

C. M. CHARPINO
BUILDERS
302 MIMOSA DRIVE
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
"Quality in Every Way"
Finer Homes With A Distinctive Quality
LANIER HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING COMPANY
Residential-Commercial-Industrial
Weathertron Heat Pumps
General Electric Products
Telephone 669-7642
162 S. Cashua Drive
Florence, South Carolina

RUSSELL D. WARREN BUILDING SUPPLIES
Supplies For The Building Trades
Lumber-Paint-Hardware
Telephone 562-2511
P. O. Drawer 19
Williams, South Carolina

INMAN HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING COMPANY
Residential and Commercial Service and Installation
Telephone GR 2-9606
18 North Howard Street
Inman, South Carolina

TANNER-WOMACK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Grading & Clearing
Paving-Streets-Roadwork
Curbing & Drainage
Telephone 772-3575
889 Gardendale Drive
Columbia, South Carolina

ALVIN GILREATH INSULATING COMPANY
Residential-Insulation-Roofing
Heating
"Oldest Contractor in Upper S. C."
Over 17 Years Experience
Telephone 233-4374
3 Catteechee Avenue
Greenville, South Carolina

J. D. RUFF SWIMMING POOL COMPANY
Residential-Commercial-Clubs
Chemicals-Equipment Service
Telephone 253-6516
1611 Hollywood Drive
Columbia, South Carolina

D.W. CROSBY
Residential-Commercial
Electrical Contracting
Telephone 538-8727
606 Otis Road
Walterboro, South Carolina

C. M. WATSON
Custom-Made Aluminum Storm Doors,
Aluminum Screens, and Windows
Weatherstripping
Serving the Public
For Over 25 Years
608 Grove Road
Telephone 235-2994
Greenville, South Carolina

BARGER CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
P. O. Box 30
Mooresville, North Carolina

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL CONTRACTING
Phone 349-2671

COVIL INSULATION COMPANY
129 River Street — CE 4 3-4576
Greenville, South Carolina

COKER Building & Supply Company
TURBEVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
BURNS SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.
Industrial Sheet Metal Service
Metal Fabrication and Contracting
1204 Donaldson Center
Greenville, South Carolina
Telephone 277-1674
Mail: P. O. Box 142
Mauldin, South Carolina

DARGAN-VAUGHN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Industrial Building Maintenance
Telephone 585-8330
420 Union Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina

SMITH'S READY MIX CONCRETE COMPANY
Quality and Service
Our Plant Mixing Process Insures Accurate and Quality Control
Telephone 332-9401
P. O. Box 21
Swift Creek Road
Hartsville, South Carolina

FAULKNER WELL DRILLING COMPANY
Average Well Completed In 10 Hours
Fast Rotary Method
Pump Sales and Service
Telephone 585-6545
1251 Boiling Springs Road
Spartanburg, South Carolina
Mail: P. O. Box 48
Smyrna, South Carolina

TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY INCORPORATED
116 Builders Building
Charlotte, North Carolina

CECIL E. LUCAS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR, INC.
General Contracting
Remodeling-Repairs-Construction
Telephone 253-8183
500 Gervais Street
Columbia, South Carolina

SANDY BLAKENEY PLUMBING & WELL SERVICE
Residential - Commercial
Phone 332-9188
2035 6th Street
Hartsville, South Carolina

P. E. COLLINS ELECTRIC COMPANY
Industrial-Commercial Electrical Contractors
Phone 244-5536
1610 N. Pleasantburg Drive
Greenville, South Carolina

WINSTON DOYLE SMITH CONTRACTORS
Home Building Quality Contracting
Telephones
Office - 439-3285
Home - 439-2439
128 East Main Street
Duncan, South Carolina

WILMINGTON ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
Box 906
Wilmington, North Carolina

VAN-SMITH COMPANY
VALUE SERVICE CO-OPERATION
Concrete Ready Mixed

2 PLANTS CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
Plant No. 1 - Located in City
Dial RAYmond 2-8874
Plant No. 2 - Located in Navy Yard Section
Dial SHerwood 4-2640

276 EAST BAY - CHARLESTON, S. C.
WARNER’S
PUMP SERVICE
COMPLETE LINE OF PUMPS AND WATER SYSTEMS
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
DEMING PUMPS & WATER SYSTEMS
FAIRBANKS MORSE PUMPS
305 DAVIS AVENUE - PHONE BA 3-5782
GREENWOOD, SOUTH CAROLINA

W. D. ROBINSON
ELECTRIC COMPANY
COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - RESIDENTIAL
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
2821 RIVERS AVENUE - PHONE 747-2222
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

COMPLIMENTS OF
COLLUM’S
LUMBER MILL, INCORPORATED
WHOLESALE LUMBER SUPPLIERS
TELEPHONE 584-3139
BARNWELL ROAD - ALLENDALE, S. C.

ALLCRAFT
STEEL COMPANY
INCORPORATED
STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATORS
BUILDINGS - BRIDGES - STEEL PRODUCTS
DESIGNERS - FABRICATORS
(OFF SUMTER HIGHWAY BEYOND VA HOSPITAL)
TELEPHONE 787-5945
PLANTERS ROAD - P. O. BOX 5292
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

JAMES E. OWENS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
INCORPORATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
AIR CONDITIONING & KITCHEN UNITS BY
"HOTPOINT"
GENERAL CONTRACTORS FOR THE NEW
'GOLDEN GATE MOTEL'
IN MYRTLE BEACH
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL CONTRACTORS
PHONE 448-7197 - 512 WEST BROADWAY
MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA

COLLINS CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INCORPORATED
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
QUALITY HOME CONSTRUCTION OUR SPECIALTY
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INDUSTRIAL EARTH MOVING CONTRACTORS
DIGGING - EXCAVATING
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL LANDSCAPING

PHONE 229-1715

MONTAGUE AVENUE - P. O. BOX 273
GREENWOOD, SOUTH CAROLINA

CAROLINAS' CHAPTER
THE PRODUCERS' COUNCIL, INC.

Aluminum Company of America
Amarite Corp.
American Air Filter Corp.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Barber-Colman Co.
Coloric Appliance Corp.
Cupples Products Corp.
Duke Power Co.
Dwyer Products Corp.
Penestra, Incorporated
Fernica, Corp.
Georgia Pacific Corp.
Great Lakes Carbon Corp.
E. F. Hauserman Co.
Hough Manufacturing Co.
Inland Steel Products Co.
Johns-Manville Sales Corp.
Kawneer Company
Kentile Floors, Inc.
Koppers Company
L.C.M. Closers
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

Jack Gill
James R. Carter
Otto Overcash
Barr H. Mouser
S. Edward Jordan
Mixon-Bettes Co.
Renfrow Distributing Co.
Edwin C. Bayette & Son, Inc.
J. G. McCachern
Clark Distributing Co.
Southern Engineering Co.
Faison Kuester
James C. Chastain, Jr.
R. G. Ross & Co.
Robert C. TherreI
Ed Smith
Connor B. Stroup
Wm. A. Lee, Jr.
R. W. Aiken
Everett H. Bolte
George Esslinger
Woody Atkins Associates
Robert C. Bainbridge, Jr.

Mable-Bell Schokbeton Corp.
Benjamin Moore & Co.
The Mosaic Tile Co.
Natco Corporation
NATCO Corp.
Notl. Concrete Masonry Assn. (N.C.)
National Gypsum Co.
New Castle Products
Oris Elevator Co.
Owens-Coming Fiberglass Corp.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
H. H. Robertson Co.
The Ruberoid Company
Sargent and Company
Stanley Hardware
Stanley Magic Doors
Steelcraft Mfg. Co.
United States Plywood
Universal-Rundle Corp.
Vermont Marble Company
Waynehausen Company
Zonalite Division

Mike Andrews
Bob Bennett
Mike Galifianakis
James F. Taylor
W. Fred Casey Co.
Andrew L. Clement
Floyd Montgomery
R. Reagin Warren
R. B. Hanes
William S. Buchanan
Perry S. Hudnell
Alex Thomas
Hal Owens
R. G. Lees
Robert Hightill
Delph Hardware & Specialty Co.
Bruce Loing
Robert Lamoree
David Baldwin
Jerry Blucher
E. G. Vincent

CONSULT AN ARCHITECT
CHAIR, Side-16 ga. tubular steel frame, oven baked enamel finish; nylon floor glides. Fiberglass bucket seat, wall saver design.
Catalog #M-20-A

CHAIR/DESK. Student's-13 ga. and 16 ga. tubular steel frame w/oven baked enamel finish; nylon floor glides. Fiberglass bucket seat, wall saver design. Hot pressed plastic laminated, trapezoidal 17" x 12" x 22" tablet arm with backing sheet.
Catalog #M-20-B

CHAIR/DESK. Student's-Same as M-20-B except under-seat, wire book rack included.
Catalog #M-20-C

CHAIR, Side, stacking sturdy metal side chair a 1" square steel tubing satin chrome finish. 2" thick foam padded seat, choice of quality vinyl upholstery; wall saver design. Seat width 17½", depth 22".
Catalog #MU-7

TABLE, Folding Banquet-Solid Core top, hot pressed plastic laminate, self edged. Steel folding legs and skirt w/oven baked enamel finish.
30" x 72" 36" x 72"
30" x 96" 36" x 96"
Economy line available with honeycomb core, hardboard unfinished or plastic coated top. Aluminum edging.

Catalog Numbers:
MW-9 "Micortot" laminate, self edge:
MW-10 "Melamine" laminate, aluminum edging
MW-11 "Dekalux" hardboard laminate aluminum edging.

Products Manufactured By

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
DIVISION OF INDUSTRIES

Address:
S. C. Department of Corrections
Division of Industries
Box 540
Columbia, South Carolina

PRICES AND INFORMATION ON THESE AND OTHER PRODUCTS FURNISHED UPON REQUEST.